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Una rima per ogni cuore 1830 studies in mathematics and mechanics is a collection of studies presented to professor richard von mises as a token
of reverence and appreciation on the occasion of his seventieth birthday which occurred on april 19 1953 von mises thought has been a stimulus in
many seemingly unconnected fields of mathematics science and philosophy to which he has contributed decisive results and new formulations of
fundamental concepts the book contains 42 chapters organized into five parts part i contains papers on algebra number theory and geometry these
include a study of poincaré s representation of a hyperbolic space on an euclidean half space and elementary estimates for the least primitive root part
ii on analysis includes papers on a generalization of green s formula and its application to the cauchy problem for a hyperbolic equation and the
fundamental solutions of a singular beltrami operator part iii deals with theoretical mechanics and covers topics such as turbulent flow axially
symmetric flow and oscillating wakes the papers in part iv focus on applied mechanics these include studies on plastic flow under high stresses and the
problem of inelastic thermal stresses part v presents studies on probability and statistics including a finite frequency theory of probability and the
problem of expansion of clusters of galaxies
Proclami, notificazioni ed altri avvisi ufficiali, pubblicati dal governo dell'isola di Malta. Dalli 5 ottobre 1813 (alli 31 decembre 1835).
2013-09-03 tracing the history of st antoninus cult and burial from the time of his death in 1459 until his remains were moved to their final resting
place in 1589 this interdisciplinary study demonstrates that the saint s relic cult was a key element of florence s sacred cityscape the works of art
created in his honor as well as the rituals practiced at his fifteenth and sixteenth century places of burial advertised antoninus saintly power and
persona to the people who depended upon his intercessory abilities to negotiate life s challenges drawing on a rich variety of contemporary visual
literary and archival sources this volume explores the ways in which shifting political familial and ecclesiastical aims and agendas shaped the ways in
which st antoninus holiness was broadcast to those who visited his burial church author sally cornelison foregrounds the visual splendor of the st
antoninus chapel which was designed built and decorated by medici court artist giambologna and his collaborators between 1579 and 1591 her
research sheds new light on the artist whose secular and mythological sculptures have received far more scholarly attention than his religious works
cornelison draws on social and religious history patronage and gender studies and art historical and anthropological inquiries into the functions and
meanings of images relics and ritual performance to interpret how they activated st antoninus burial sites and defined them in ways that held
multivalent meanings for a broad audience of viewers and devotees among the objects for which she provides visual and contextual analyses are a
banner from the saint s first tomb early printed and painted images and the sculptures frescoes panel paintings and embroidered textiles made for the
present st antoninus chapel
Studies in Mathematics and Mechanics 1868 analyzing the artistic patronage of famous and lesser known women of renaissance mantua and
introducing new patronage paradigms that existed among those women this study sheds new light the social cultural and religious impact of the cult of
female mystics of that city in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century author sally hickson combines primary archival research contextual analysis
of the climate of female mysticism and a re examination of a number of visual objects particularly altarpieces devoted to local beatae saints and
female founders of religious orders to delineate ties between women both outside and inside the convent walls the study contests the accepted
perception of isabella d este as a purely secular patron exposing her role as a religious patron as well hickson introduces the figure of margherita
cantelma and documents concerning the building and decoration of her monastery on the part of isabella d este and draws attention to the cultural and
political activities of nuns of the gonzaga family particularly isabella s daughter livia gonzaga who became a powerful agent in mantuan civic life
women art and architectural patronage in renaissance mantua provides insight into a complex and fluid world of sacred patronage devotional practices
and religious roles of secular women as well as nuns in renaissance mantua



Catalogue of the British Section. Containing a List of the Exhibitors of the United Kingdom and Its Colonies, and the Objects which They Exhibit. In
English, French, German, and Italian 1873 the sacred home in renaissance italy explores the rich devotional life of the italian household between 1450
and 1600 rejecting the enduring stereotype of the renaissance as a secular age this interdisciplinary study reveals the home to have been an important
site of spiritual revitalization books buildings objects spaces images and archival sources are scrutinized to cast new light on the many ways in which
religion infused daily life within the household acts of devotion from routine prayers to extraordinary religious experiences such as miracles and visions
frequently took place at home amid the joys and trials of domestic life from childbirth and marriage to sickness and death breaking free from the usual
focus on venice florence and rome the sacred home investigates practices of piety across the italian peninsula with particular attention paid to the city
of naples the marche and the venetian mainland it also looks beyond the elite to consider artisanal and lower status households and reveals gender
and age as factors that powerfully conditioned religious experience recovering a host of lost voices and compelling narratives at the intersection
between the divine and the everyday the sacred home offers unprecedented glimpses through the keyhole into the spiritual lives of renaissance
italians
Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons 1891 reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing house anatiposi publishes
historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them
available to the public so that they do not get lost
The Venetian Printing Press 1867 this book also explores sophie barat s spiritual journey from her dark jansenistic roots to her belief in a loving
warm and tender god as expressed in devotion to the sacred heart book jacket
Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867. Catalogue of the British Section 1896 diplomats had multiple tasks not only negotiating with the representatives of
other states but also mediating culture and knowledge and not least elaborating reports on their observations of politics society and culture culture
according to the studies featured in this book is defined as a complex sphere including aspects like systems of communication literature music arts
education and the creation of knowledge this edition containing contributions from six conferences held in vienna and istanbul by the don juan archiv
wien focuses on the complex diplomatic and cultural relations between the ottoman empire and europe from the time of the early embassies to
istanbul up to tanzimat
Annual Report of the State Board of Health and Vital Statistics of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 1896 il volume affronta con taglio operativo la
disciplina fiscale contabile e civilistica delle cooperative edilizie e costituisce un valido supporto per i professionisti e per coloro che operano nel settore
la struttura dell opera segue l ordine consequenziale della vita di una cooperativa si parte dall analisi della sua costituzione con particolare attenzione
alla scelta della tipologia a proprietà divisa o indivisa alla figura del socio che nelle cooperative edilizie assume una posizione specifica ai finanziamenti
per poi passare all esame degli aspetti legati alla sua gestione soffermandosi su programma costruttivo libri e registri contabili fiscali e sociali gestione
finanziaria chiusura di un lotto vigilanza fase liquidatoria agevolazioni tutta la trattazione è supportata da schemi raffronti tra le diverse tipologie di
cooperative e tracce di compilazione di verbali completa il volume una ricca appendice che raccoglie i principali interventi normativi di prassi e
giurisprudenza in materia
Official Documents, Comprising the Department and Other Reports Made to the Governor, Senate, and House of Representatives of
Pennsylvania 1852 nelson fausto the greek myth of prometheus with its picture of a vulture feasting on its chained victimhas traditionallyprovided a
visualimageofliverregeneration itis apowerful and frightening representationbut ifone were to substitute the vulture by a surgeon and prometheus by a
patient laying on a properly prepared operating table the outcomeoftheprocedurewould not differ significantlyfrom that describedbygreek poets yet



few of us who work in the field have stopped long enough to ask where this myth originated did the poet observe a case of liver regeneration in a
human being was it brilliant intuition or perhaps literally just a gut feeling of a poet looking for good rhymes that led to the prediction that livers grow
when part of the tissueisremoved thisbookdoesnotattemptto solve these historical issues itdoes instead cover in detail some of the major modem
themes of research on liver regen eration injury and repair as indicated in dr n bucher s chapter the modem phase ofexperimental studies on liver
regeneration started in 1931 with the publication by higgins and anderson of a method to perform a two thirds resection of the liver of a rat the
technique described has 3 remarkable features 1 it is highly reproducible resulting in the removal of 68 of the liver 2 it has minimal if any mortality and
3 it consists only of blood vessel ligation and does not involve cutting through or wounding hepatic tissue
Parliamentary Papers 2017-07-05 this fifteen volume edition of venetian ambassadorial reports published 1839 63 covers all the significant political
events in sixteenth century europe
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